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ABSTRACT Shot detection is widely used in video semantic analysis, video scene segmentation, and
video retrieval. However, this is still a challenging task, due to the weak boundary and a sudden change
in brightness or foreground objects. In this paper, we propose a new framework based on dynamic
mode decomposition (DMD) for shot boundary detection. Because the DMD can extract several temporal
foreground modes and one temporal background mode from video data, shot boundaries can be detected
when the amplitude changes sharply. Here, the amplitude is the DMD coefficient to restore the video. The
main idea behind the shot boundaries detection is finding the amplitude change of background mode.We can
reduce error detection when the illumination changes sharply or the foreground object (or camera) moves
very quickly. At the same time, our algorithm has a high detection accuracy, even the color changes are not
obvious, the illumination changes slowly, or the foreground objects overlap. Meanwhile, a color space for
DMD is selected for reducing false detection. Finally, the effectiveness of our method will be demonstrated
through detecting the shot boundaries of the various content types of videos.

INDEX TERMS Dynamic mode decomposition, video shot detection, shot boundary.

I. INTRODUCTION
Most videos such as movies and documentaries, include acts,
scenes, and shots. There are multiple scenes in an act, and
a scene contains multiple shots [1]–[4]. The director usually
uses the shot transitions to switch the shots more smoothly,
so that the video connection will be more coherent [5]–[8].
Common shot transitions include: hard cuts, fades and
dissolves.

1) Hard cut:
As shown in Figure 1(a), it is the most basic method of shot

transitions.
2) Fade out:
As Figure 1 (b) shows, this shot transition process is very

slow. The scenes and foreground objects in the shots are
almost unchanged, only the brightness changes slowly. This
could bring some difficulties to the shot detection.

3) Dissolve:
The images of the previous shot are overlapped on the

images of the next shot, as Figure 1 (c) shows. It can be seen

that the changes of brightness and color are not obvious, and
the images in the two shots overlap. On the boundary of two
shots, there will remain the visual features of both, the front
and the next shot. It leads to error detection by using the video
content including texture, color and shape.

There are many existing methods for shot detection. Some
methods use pixel, pixel block and histogram comparison to
detect shot boundaries. The others are based on video content
and visual characteristics for shot detection including tex-
ture, color and shape. Moreover, there are many approaches
to detect the shot boundary by cosine similarity, weighted
edge information, machine learning and so on. Although the
existing methods can be used for shot segmentation, there
still remain many problems [9], [10]. When using pixel,
pixel block and histogram comparison for shot detection,
it has a good effect when the brightness of the shot boundary
changes obviously. However, these methods are easy to fail.
Because the illumination changes drastically at the non-shot
boundary [11], [12]. When the object (or camera) moves fast,
the correct rate of the algorithms will greatly reduce. Due to
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FIGURE 1. Three shot transition methods: (a) hard cuts with no medium
frames; (b) fades; (c) dissolves.

the overlap of two shots images, the shot detection methods
based on video content, including texture, color and shape,
have low accuracy [13].

Moreover, the recall and accuracy of processing fades
and dissolves are very low by using cosine similarity,
weighted edge information, machine learning and so on.
Although there have been a lot of researches on shot detec-
tion [14]–[16], it is still a challenging task because there are
two problems which lead to lower precision and lower recall.

Q1: In non-shots transitions, the illumination changes
sharply, or the foreground object (or camera) moves faster.
Existing algorithms may have error detection.

Q2: In shot transitions, the color difference in the different
scene is too small (Hard cut), the illumination changes slowly
(fade), or the foreground objects overlap together (dissolve).
Existing algorithms may have missed detection.

According to the two questions above, we summarize the
two conditions to be satisfied in the process of shot detection:

C1: In non-shots transitions, the feature weights used to
detect shot boundaries should be very stable.

C2: In shot transitions, the feature weights used to detect
shot boundaries change significantly and are easy to identify.

The existing methods are analyzing every image in the
video data and extract the features (pixel, pixel blocks, tex-
ture, etc.) of a single image [17], [18]. Then, the features
are applied to each frame of the video data. In this process,
the temporal features of the video data are ignored. It will lead
to Q1 and Q2 problems.

We try to find a way to satisfy the two conditions in
the shot detection process. In this paper, we propose a new
framework for shot boundary detection based on dynamic
mode decomposition (DMD). Our method is to take video
data as a sequence of matrix data, and extract the temporal
features directly from the matrix data. After that, we use
DMD to extract a temporal background mode and a series
of temporal foreground modes in the video. The background
(or foreground) of each frame can be restored by using the
temporal background (or foreground) modes and its ampli-
tude. The amplitude is the temporal feature weight of the

background (or foreground) mode. For video data without
shot boundaries, the temporal background mode is constant,
and the amplitude of the temporal background mode is stable.
This process satisfies the condition C1. On the contrary,
the temporal background mode and amplitude have an acute
change in a video data with shot boundary. Therefore, we use
the temporal background mode amplitude to detect the shot
boundary.Meanwhile, this shot detection process satisfies the
condition C2. Meanwhile, a color space for DMD is selected
for reducing false and missed detection.

A large number of experimental videos contain some
movies and movie trailers [19]. The experimental results not
only verify the effectiveness of our method, but also show that
the average accuracy and recall rate of the proposed method
are also very high in the existing methods. In particular,
the major contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We propose a new framework for shot boundary detec-
tion, which can detect different kinds of shot transition
including hard cut, fade and dissolve instead of using a series
of algorithms.

2) Our algorithm can solve the problem caused by the
illumination changes sharply or the foreground object
(or camera) moves very quickly. It has a high accuracy rate
and recall rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes a brief survey on related work. Section III presents
our framework. Section IV introduces the method for shot
detection. Section V describes the usage of background mode
amplitude for shot detection. Section VI introduces the color
space used for DMD method. The experimental results and
analysis are given in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this
paper and discuss possible future work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WROK
In this section, we mainly introduce the definition of shot and
shot boundary, the existing methods of shot detection and the
related work of dynamic mode decomposition method.

A. SHOT BOUNDARY DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Since video shot detection is the foundation of almost all of
the video content analysis, segmentation and retrieval, it is
important to get the accurate shot boundaries results to do
the following work [20]. Although it seems easy for human
being to find the cuts of films, computers cannot always have
all the cuts detected correctly. Possibly it is hardly capable
to achieve the goal that divides the film to shots properly
enough, unless there is powerful artificial intelligence. Most
of the existed algorithms have good results on the hard cuts,
but fail in configuring gradual transitions like fade out and
dissolve. On the other hand, some algorithms can deal with
one type of shot transitions, not adaptive to other types of
gradual cuts or hard cuts.

All along, many scholars have done the work to shot
transition detection [21]. The main idea to figure out the shot
boundaries is that define the similarity/dissimilarity between
two frames and detect the mutant frame as the boundary [22].
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FIGURE 2. Framework of video shot detection, including three steps: noise reduction; feature extraction using
DMD; and boundary detection using background mode from DMD.

Each shot detection method works on two steps to get the
results. The first is scoring, finding a representative way to
perform every frame feature, which can be used to distinguish
the irrelevant content. The second is decision, evaluating the
previous value using a threshold to get the cuts. Using the
visual features to represent every frame to get the boundaries
is the usual method to do cut detection. Early shot detection
is mainly based on pixel [23], pixel block [24] and histogram
comparison [25]. Color histogram is one of them, which is
proposed by Mas and Fernandez [26]. Using color histogram
differences to differentiate the abrupt shot boundaries and the
temporal color variation to smooth shot boundaries. It shows
good performance with the abrupt shot transition and the
moving objects. However, for the soft shot transitions, it is
needed to be improved or draw support from some other
methods to get the ideal results. Moreover, the shot detection
algorithms based on pixel or pixel block encounter some of
the same issues. Obviously, the separate visual method cannot
solve the shot detection problem perfectly.

Other algorithms are based on video content for shot
detection, including texture [27], color [28] and shape [29].
Wang et al. [30] present a shot detection method based on
texture features. This algorithm is based on the detection of
video content. Although it can solve the noise effects caused
by color mutation, this method cannot solve the problems
caused by the fast motion of the object or camera in the
video. The latest approaches detect the shot boundary by
using cosine similarity [31], weighted edge information [32],
machine learning, sift features and so on. Lin et al. [33]
and Desobry et al. [34] proposed a support vector
machine (SVM) based machine learning method for shot
detection. This method is more efficient and robust to noise.

Althoughwith the development ofmachine learning, artificial
intelligence can be used to detect cuts [35], it has not got the
breakthrough progress. However, this method is not good for
the shot transitions of fade and dissolve. Usually, each type
of boundaries needs a special method to be detected, leading
the problem to be more complicated with many mathematical
formulas and manually set thresholds. An algorithm with
university that can be applied to most of common boundaries
is urgently needed.

B. DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION
The dynamic mode decomposition [36] can provide pre-
cise reconstructions of spatio-temporal coherent structures.
It works on the nonlinear dynamical systems [37] in an
equation-free, data-driven matrix way. DMD is such a math-
ematical method that is able to extract the content modes
from the sequential data set, which has successfully been used
in the fluid mechanics for the data analysis and discovery
work [38], [39]. Since the video is made by the frames
with time, it has been used to separate the background and
foreground of the video and art image segmentation success-
fully [40]. It is deduced that DMD method can be used to
process the video data sets. Every shot is the composition
of a sequence of related frames. The shot boundaries can be
detected with the modes calculated by DMD.

III. OUR FRAMEWORK
In this paper, we propose a new framework based on dynamic
mode decomposition to detect shot boundaries from three
different shot transitions including hard cuts, fades and dis-
solves. As Figure 2 shows that our framework is divided into
three steps.
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By selecting a color space for DMD, we can enlarge the
temporal feature weight of the background (or foreground)
mode, reduce the influence of noise (brightness, texture, etc.)
on shot detection, and effectively reducemissed detection and
error detection. Through experiments, we recommend to use
the HSV color space.

Then, we can use DMD to decompose video data mode
matrices and amplitude coefficient matrices. Themodematri-
ces consist of a temporal background mode and several
temporal foreground modes. The amplitude matrix contains
the temporal feature matrix and the weight matrix. These
three matrices can be used to recover the background and
foreground images of each frame in the video.

Finally, the difference between the backgrounds of each
frame image is determined by the amplitude. For a video
data without shot boundaries, the temporal background mode
is constant, and the amplitude of the temporal background
mode is stable. However, if there is a shot boundary in the
video, the temporal background mode and amplitude will
have an acute change. Because the video background changes
drastically at the shot boundary, we use the change rate
of temporal background mode amplitude to detect the shot
boundary. When the amplitude changes violently, the last
frame is the shot boundary, the opposite is not.

IV. DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION BASED
SHOT DETECTION
A. MERITS OF DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION
DMD was proposed by Schmid [19] to solve the problem in
the field of fluid physics. The main advantage of DMD is
used for mode analysis. The extracted mode can be used
for data reduction. Especially for large-scale fluid simula-
tion process, a coefficient matrix can be obtained to recover
large-scale fluid data with low computational cost. Dynamic
mode decomposition has not only been widely used in the
physical field, but also applied in the fields of image and
vision. The process of data reduction using DMD algorithm is
actually decomposing the data into low rank and sparse part,
which can be used for video and image feature extraction.
Furthermore, in the process of background and foregrounds
extraction, it is not necessary to adjust threshold using DMD
algorithm. Therefore, the computational complexity is low
compared to other algorithms such as RPCA, which needs
complicated parameter adjustment.

B. DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION FOR
SHOT DETECTION
The video data has a strong spatial and temporal correlation.
Each video shot can be seen as a potentially complex non-
linear dynamic snapshot. Dynamic mode decomposition is
a mathematical method, which focuses on the discovery of
coherent spatio-temporal patterns of high dimensional data
onto complex systems with temporal dynamics. Video shot
detection is a challenging task, due to the complexity of shot
transitions and mutation of brightness. The ability of the

DMD is to discover and utilize the background changes in
complex systems. This is the key to solve the shot detection.

The premise of theDMDalgorithm is that the given data set
must be a fixed interval of data. We define a video stream is
from X1 to XN which is a uniform sampling data at N frames,
and the time interval is1t . Temporal representation of video
data is

XN
1 = [x1 x2 x3 · · · xN ] (1)

xi (1 � i � N ) is an image. This image is a frame in the
video. We assume that there is a linear map of the process, so
we can use the Koopman operator A to map the data at the
jth time to the data at the j+ 1th.

xi+1 = Axi (2)

Since Xn−1
1 = U

∑
V∗S, we can deduce as follows

XN
2 = AXN−1

1 ≈ U6V∗S (3)

in which U is unitary (U ∈ Cm×l), 6 is diagonal (6 ∈ C l×l)
and V is unitary (V ∈ Cn−1×l). Parameter l is chosen to
minimize x rank. We can get following the matrix S, which
is determined from the matrices of XN−1

1 and XN
2 by mini-

mizing the Frobenius norm of the difference betweenAXN−1
1

and XN
2 .

The matrix S is

S ≈ V6−1U
∗
XN
2 (4)

Using the similarity transformation (V6−1) to derive the
matrix, which is similar to the matrix S, and S is expressed
as

S ≈ U∗XN
2 V6

−1 (5)

The basic idea of DMD algorithm is

AXn−1
1 = Xn

2 ≈ Xn−1
1 S (6)

and then some of the eigenvalues of the matirx S approximate
the eigenvalues of the Koopman operator A, similar to calcu-
lation done in the Arnoldi algorithm to get the Ritz values.
Consequently, AU ≈ US. The DMD mode ϕj is:

ϕj = Uyj (7)

In addition, transform the eigenvalue to Fourier mode to
predict time dynamic:

ωj =
ln (µj)

1t
(8)

The real part of ωj corresponds to the growth or attenuation
of the DMD basis function, and the imaginary part of ωj
corresponds to the oscillation of the DMD mode. Through
XDMD (t) = Atx1, we can reconstruct the video by

XDMD (t) =
∑r

j=1
αjϕjµ

t−1
j =

∑r

j=1
αjϕje

ωj t (9)

It is obvious that there will be a corresponding Fourier
mode (ωj) located near the far point of the complex space
point,

∣∣∣∣ωj∣∣∣∣ ≈ 0, if the first frame of the video do not change
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FIGURE 3. Mode matrix, feature matrix and weight matrix decomposed
from video data.

with time going on, or change very slowly. This fact become
the key principle that DMD has the ability of extracting shots.
The backgroundmode represents a relatively stationary scene
in a video, while the foreground modes represent a plurality
of objects or scenes in relative motion in a video. As shown
in Figure 3, the DMD can be used to calculate the sequential
video data and get the mode matrix 8, the feature matrix λ
and the weight matrix α. Assuming that there exists ωp,
the p out of it belongs to {1, 2, 3, . . . , l} and makes bounded
and is far from zero. We can get the background mode and
foreground modes using Eqs. (10) and (11). Note that, in all
figures of this paper, the background mode is represented
by using a red line, while the foreground modes using lines
with other colors. For our shot boundary detection method,
the background mode is enough for fully extract all shot
boundaries.

XBackground−mode
DMD =

∑r

j=p
αjϕje

ωj t (10)

XForeground−mode
DMD =

∑r

j 6=p
αjϕje

ωj t (11)

Because the temporal feature matrix λ is calculated by the
temporal background (foreground) mode, it is the features
of the background and foreground in the video. The weight
matrix represents the weight of the different modes in each
frame of the image, including both the background and the
foreground. The amplitudes corresponding to background
and foreground modes are features. The variation of ampli-
tude with time Aamp(t) is:

Aamp (t) = α × λ =
∑r

j=1
αjµ

t−1
j (12)

FIGURE 4. The amplitude lines (b) extracted from the video (a) using
DMD. Red line: background mode amplitude; the other lines:
foreground modes amplitudes.

V. SHOT DETECTION USING AMPLITUDE OF
BACKGROUND MODE
DMD can extract the temporal background mode and tem-
poral foreground modes in a video. The temporal back-
ground mode represents a relatively stationary background
object or scene in a video for a period of time. And the
temporal foreground modes represent relative motion, chang-
ing objects or scenes in the same video. In general, a video
can be extracted to a temporal background mode and several
temporal foreground modes. The amplitude is the tempo-
ral feature weight of the background (or foreground) mode,
which represents the degree of change in the temporal back-
ground (or foreground) in a video. When the background
(or foreground) changes violently, it is shown that the back-
ground (or foreground) object has changed acutely in the
video. The temporal backgroundmode and amplitude have an
acute change in a video data with shot boundary. Therefore,
the temporal amplitude calculated by DMD can be used for a
shot detection.

Figure 4 shows a video containing twelve frame images
in one shot. There is no shot boundary in the first eleven
frames. The sea washed the shore in this shot. The sky is the
background, which does not change, therefore the shot does
not switch either. For this video using DMD factorization,
the background mode amplitude with time can be seen:

1) It is shown that this model can capture the dominant
content in the video. That is, the same background. This
background is actually relative. Because when the shot move-
ment or follow an object in the process, the object is the
background. In Figure 4, this constant amplitude corresponds
to the pattern of the background, which is the sky.

2) The next set of mode is the wave. With the movement of
the camera, the wave is moving slowly, that is the foreground
elements in the shot.

3) The other modes represent by other changes in the video
sequence, such as small movements in the background.

However, there is a shot boundary in the last frame.
In Figure 4 (b), we can see that the amplitude of 5162 to
5172 frames is very gentle. However the amplitude of 5162 to
5173 frames is very sharp. Hence, the 5173th frame is a shot
boundary.
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In order to accurately determine the shot boundary, we set
an amplitude threshold to compare with the amplitude of tem-
poral background mode. Through a large number of experi-
ments, the recommended amplitude threshold value should
be set as around 150. When the amplitude of the temporal
background mode changes more than the amplitude thresh-
old, there is a shot boundary. If the amplitude of the tem-
poral background mode is less than the amplitude threshold,
it shows that there is no shot boundary in the subvideo. Not
only that, because the frame rate of the video is 24 fps, we take
24 as frames threshold for shot boundary detection. When
a subvideo has reached 24 frames and the amplitude of the
temporal background mode does not exceed the amplitude
threshold (150), it means that there is no shot boundary in this
subvideo. We use the twenty-fifth frame as the first frame to
calculate the shot boundary detection. When the amplitude
of temporal background mode changes beyond the amplitude
threshold (150) during sub-video calculation, this means that
the last frame is the shot boundary. We calculate and detect
the shot boundary from the frame of shot boundary. This
can greatly reduce the amount of computation and improve
computational efficiency, to avoid calculating a large number
of video frames.

VI. COLOR SPACE FOR DMD
Of course, using the background model to detect the shot
boundary has the same problem of noise interference. In this
section, we will introduce increase the temporal feature
weights by using the different color space, thus reducing the
impact of brightness on shot detection.

The traditional method is to compare the brightness differ-
ence between adjacent frames to determine the shot bound-
ary. The brightness of the shot boundary will have a huge
difference. But when the illumination changes, the precision
rate of the algorithms will be greatly reduced. Therefore,
the noise of traditional shot detection algorithms will occur
to the brightness changes of two adjacent frames.

We find the shot boundaries by using the dynamic mode
decomposition method, however, there is still a problem of
brightness noise. We convert the original video image of the
RGB color space to the grayscale and calculate the back-
ground feature by using DMD method. When the bright-
ness changes slightly, we find that the background features
sometimes changes very violently. As shown in Figure 5 (a),
the original video frames brightness changes are not obvious.
However, we convert the RGB image to grayscale, and then
the amplitude of background mode that calculated by DMD
method will change violently due to the brightness changes,
which is surely not desired in Figure 5 (b). Therefore, we need
to reduce the impact of changes in brightness through the
other color space. We choose the HSV color space and we
only use the hue channel or saturation channel to calculate
the background feature.

In this way, we can reduce the noise of shot detection.
In Figure 5 (c), it can be seen that, when we change the
color space to HSV, the amplitude of background mode in

FIGURE 5. The amplitudes by using RGB space (b) and HSV space(c) from
video (a).

the video which has no shot boundary is very gentle. And the
shot boundary still satisfies the detection condition that the
amplitude of background mode changes violently. Using
the color space for DMD can eliminate the interference of
noise to the shot detection, thus increasing the precision and
recall rate.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will discuss the detailed implementation
and report the algorithm performance. One is the experiment
of two difficult problems Q1 and Q2 which Section I refers
to. The other is the recall rate and accuracy of the algorithm.

In order to evaluate the performance of shot detection
algorithms, our test data contains two different types of video
data.

We download some movies and movie trailers. Movie
trailers are good source of test data for shot detection, because
they often contain a lot of shot transitions in a short sequence,
especially the two type of transitions that are difficult to
detect: fade and dissolve.

A. APPLICATION IN NON-SHOT BOUNDARIES
In non-shots transitions, the illumination changes sharply, or
the foreground objects (or camera) move faster. These factors
may cause some algorithms wrongly identify areas as shot
boundaries, which are not.

When there is no shot boundary in the group of
shots and the brightness changes are more acuity, some
algorithms determine this change is the shot boundary.
However, we decompose the video by dynamic mode decom-
position to obtain temporal background mode and amplitude.
Although the intensity of the illumination varies drastically,
the background is relatively stable in successive scenes. Obvi-
ously, temporal background mode and amplitudes are sta-
ble when brightness changes. Figure 6 shows the brightness
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FIGURE 6. The amplitude of temporal background (foreground) mode
(b) extracted by DMD from a video without shot boundary, but
illumination changes sharply (a).

has changed dramatically in nine frames. We found that the
pixel block algorithm (black curve in the Figure 6) would
determine that 437th and 440th frames are shot boundaries.
The 437th and 440th frames have very strong illumination
changes, not the shot boundaries. However, using the DMD,
we can find that the amplitude of temporal background mode
(the red straight line in the Figure 6) is very stable. Therefore,
we confirm that there is no shot boundary in this video.

Similarly, when the foreground object (or camera) moves
too fast in the sub video, some algorithms determine this
change is the shot boundary. Figure 7) is a sub video of the
Harry Potter.

In this video, an owl flies swiftly. We found that the pixel
block algorithm (black curve in the Figure 7) would deter-
mine that 6730th, 6732th and 6734th frames are shot bound-
aries. However, these three frames are foreground objects
moving too fast without the shot boundaries. Therefore,
it is very difficult to detect these group of shots. Our algo-
rithm is based on dynamic mode decomposition for temporal
background modeling, this problem does not happen. But,
the amplitude of temporal background mode (the red straight
line in the Figure 7) is terribly stable by using DMD. There-
fore, we confirm that there is no shot boundary in this video
as well.

FIGURE 7. The amplitude of temporal background (foreground) mode
(b) extracted by DMD from a video without shot boundary, but the
foreground object moves too fast (a).

B. APPLICATION IN SHOT BOUNDARIES
In shot transitions, the color difference in the different scene
is too small like hard cut, the illumination changes slowly like
fade, or the foreground objects overlap together like dissolve.
Existing algorithms may have missed detection.

Hard cut is the most commonly used in video editing. Hard
cut is the two shot directly split joint from head to tail. There
are two kinds of hard cuts. In the first one, the luminance
differences between two groups of shots is very small, but
in the other, the situation is opposite. The traditional method
uses the brightness change to detect shot boundary. However,
it is impossible to detect the shot boundaries with very small
differences in brightness.

The background of the Figure 8 is the beach, and the
brightness difference between the shots is not very strong.

Hard cut video as shown in Figure 8. Through the use
of DMD shot detection can be seen different amplitude
changes in time. Figure 8 (b) the upper red line shows
the DMD decomposition and amplitude result of the video
between 1777-1784. We can see that the amplitude is very
stable and the background is very obvious. However, the
video shot has a hard cut in 1785th frame. Using the DMD,
we can find that the amplitude has changed dramatically.
Therefore, it can be determined that this frame is a hart
cut. When there is a significant change in the brightness of
the shot transition, the amplitude of the background mode
extracted by our method has a drastically changed. Thus, our
algorithm can detect two different types of hard cut.
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FIGURE 8. (a) A video with a hard cut. (b) The lower red line: from frame
1777-1784 (without shot boundary); the upper red line: from frmae
1777-1785 (with shot boundary).

Fade is another shot transition in video editing. The detec-
tion of this shot transition is often very difficult. The color of
the shots in fade transition change slowly. Frame rate of the
film, TV show or music video is usually 24-30 Fps. In other
words, there will be 24-30 frames in the video for one second.
In order to create a sense of pause for the viewer, the fade
out transition usually lasts for two seconds or more. The
traditional method is difficult to detect the shot boundary,
because the color change of 35 frames is not very clear.

Using our method can easily detect the fade boundaries.
As shown in Figure 9, we get the amplitude of the first four
frames of a fade out transition. It represents the background
feature of fade and the red line represents background mode.
It can be seen that the amplitude is very stable and slow
in Figure 9 (b). In the Figure 9, the background of video
is the water and dog. In the fade out transition process,
the background changes little, but the background disap-
pears at the last frame. When calculating the video from
1921 to 1929 frames, the background feature has a very
large amplitude fluctuations. Therefore, it should be a shot
transition.

The third method for shot transitions is dissolve. Dissolve,
a method to realize shot transition, is a gradual change way
from one shot to another. That is the image of the previ-
ous shot is superimposed on the image of the next shot in
Figure 10 (a). On the boundary of two shots, there will
remain the visual features of both the front and the next shot.

FIGURE 9. The amplitude of temporal background (foreground)
mode (b) extracted by DMD from a video with a fade (a).

TABLE 1. Our results (A) orinagl data (b) results.

Usually, the dissolve boundary will last for 1 to 2 seconds and
the length may be 24-48 frames too. Moreover, the length
is not always certain, may be very different in accordance
with the practice of the director. It can be seen that if the
boundary is decided only by the color or the luminance
difference, there will be rather a certain amount of errors.
Many studies have shown that dissolves cannot be detected
easily.

Figure 10 (b) shows that amplitude from frame 447 to
frame 454. Although this part of the shot is fade out of
transition, it is still not the division of the shots. The amplitude
from 447 to 455 frames changes drastically. Thus, it can be
clearly detected dissolved shot segmentation.
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FIGURE 10. The amplitude of temporal background (foreground) mode
(b) extracted by DMD from a video with a dissolve (a).

TABLE 2. Comparison of the proposed method with other algorithms.

C. RECALL RATE AND PRECISION
The trial video data set contains 3 video files, and the frame
rate of the video is 29 frames per second. The resolution of the
video is 640∗480. These videos include hard cuts, dissolves,
fades. The total video time is 150 minutes.

The purpose of the shot detection algorithm is to reduce
the number of false and missed. Thus, most researchers use
precision and recall rates to evaluate the video shot detection
algorithm. They are defined as follows:

Recall =
C

C +M
(13)

Precision =
C

C + F
(14)

where, C is the correct shot boundaries by using our algo-
rithm. M is the missed shot boundaries. F is the false shot
boundaries by using our algorithm. The overall performance
of the algorithm is judged by F1.

F1 =
2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision
Recall + Precision

(15)

In addition, we compare the average recall, average accu-
racy and F1 with other classical shot detection algorithms.
The results are shown in Table 1 and 2.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A dynamic mode decomposition based video shot detection
is proposed in this paper which shows good performance on
the different shot transitions. Through the modes extracted
by DMD, we can get the amplitude of temporal background
mode of the video so as to know whether the content in the
video is related. If the content belongs to different shots,
there will be a suddenly change of the amplitude of temporal
background mode so that we can get the shot boundaries.
Meanwhile, our method can effectively reduce the rate of
error shot boundary detection for the illumination changes
sharply, or the foreground object (or camera) moves faster.
It is a universal method for shot transitions, like hard cuts,
fades and dissolves. We have obtained good results for apply-
ing DMD on the shot detection problem. This result also can
give a reference to computer vision technology used in the
intelligent transportation system, intelligent vehicle, and so
on [41]–[46].

Finally, the experimental data of actual processing are
analyzed, and some issues are discussed, forming the objects
for future work. We will work on the automatically adaptive
threshold which is selected to evaluate and decide where the
shot boundary is. If the threshold can be set through the
computing of the computer without mutual analysis, the shot
detection will go ahead a little further.
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